High Tech

Transformative Tech
for Your Supply Chain

Solving complex supply chain challenges with advanced
technology is a hot trend these days. But at AGL, it’s what
we’ve been doing all along. As the backbone of your supply
chain, our cloud-based platform gives you next-level control
over every provider, shipment and point along the journey –
and frees your own team to focus on everything else.

Dependable Data
You can’t base business decisions on shaky data,
so our platform syncs and scrubs information from
multiple shippers or other sources seamlessly. With
customizable business intelligence tools, you
decide which metrics matter and we’ll put
them at your fingertips.
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Your supply chain
technology should adapt
to your processes, not the
other way around. Instead
of working with pre-set
modules, we take the time
to understand your business
and deliver purpose-built
solutions that offer the exact
tools, options and workflows
you need. Data currently
housed in legacy systems? Our
tech talks to them, too.

Don’t think you’re the concierge type? Then
you haven’t met AGL. We recognize that
technology is at its most powerful with the right
support behind it. That’s why every customer
has a dedicated Operations Manager to
verify data, adhere to your business
rules and requirements, and
To some, visibility means a
help you navigate through
granular view of every shipment
any bumps along
detail. But who has time for that? Our
the way.

platform helps shippers with complex
global operations work more efficiently by
shifting their focus to exception
management, with intelligent alerts that show
you what really needs minding.

Superior
at Every Step
From factory to customs clearance to
customer doorstep, our platform
supports the entire logistics journey.
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